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Abstract The intraspecific competitiveness of a

genetically engineered strain of Trichoderma virens

was assessed relative to the non-transformed, pro-

genitor strain and an isogenic, auxotrophic strain

using a replacement series design. The transformed

strain was less fit, but appeared more competitive

than the wild type or the auxotroph in this assay. To

validate this finding and to evaluate the ability of a

strain to establish in an environment occupied by a

competitor another experimental approach was devel-

oped. In various treatments the transformed strain

was unaffected or only slightly inhibited by a

competing strain. In contrast, the wild type and the

auxotrophic strain were strongly inhibited by the

presence of the transformed strain. These findings

support the conclusion that this genetically engi-

neered strain is more competitive than the wild-type

strain and thus may be persistent in the environment.

Keywords Biological control � Fungal

competition � Intraspecific competition �
Replacement series

Introduction

Several ecological traits make Trichoderma virens an

attractive candidate for two seemingly unrelated

applications: bioremediation and biocontrol of plant

pathogens. T. virens can metabolize an impressive

array of substrates, including many toxins [1–4]. The

species is characterized by rapid growth, abundant

sporulation, and production of long-lived and durable

chlamydospores [5]. Various strains produce interest-

ing antibiotic compounds and a battery of lytic

enzymes [6–12]. The mycoparasitic properties of

Trichoderma spp. are well documented [e.g., 13, 14].

T. virens is also among the best and longest studied

biocontrol fungi, with a history spanning over

70 years [15]. In this time period there have been

many field releases and the fungus has been grown in

large-scale fermentation with no reports of adverse

non-target or human effects [16–18]. There are several

ongoing efforts to genetically engineer T. virens to

capitalize on these unique qualities and to confer new

attributes [19–24].

With the possibilities of genetic engineering

come two potential liabilities. One concern is

efficacy. Although some of the lines of Trichoderma

have been genetically altered for basic research

purposes [23], most transformants are of a more

applied nature. A component of successful deploy-

ment of these organisms will be their ability to

compete with indigenous microflora, including wild-

type Trichoderma.
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Another concern pertinent to field release of

transgenic organisms is risk management. There are

reports that document the performance and survival

of genetically engineered microbes [24–28], mostly

bacteria, and also of plants [29] and fungi [30] and

their effects on other organisms [26, 31–34]. Rea-

sonable risk management is rooted in risk assessment,

which, in turn, consists of identifying and character-

izing the hazard and of assessing the probability that

the event of concern will occur [35–36]. Some of the

hazards particular to the field deployment of trans-

genic microbes include unintended long-term

establishment in the ecosystem, perturbation in the

existing microbial community, escape of the trans-

formant from the target area, and unwanted biological

or biochemical effects. The magnitude of each of

these risks is specific to the environment and

organism of concern, and generalizations are not

appropriate. In evaluating the probability of occur-

rence of any of these events, it would be helpful to

have models for the fitness and competitiveness of the

transformant in environments that closely mimic the

environments into which they are to be deployed.

However, Drobnik [35] noted that such ecological

considerations are lacking and that this leaves much

uncertainty in risk assessment.

If we rely on classical and simple ecological

models regarding density dependent population reg-

ulation [36–38], we might anticipate that the growth

of an introduced organism will be constrained by the

presence of existing strains, already present at or near

the carrying capacity of the environment. Countering

this assumption, we have reason to believe that

populations of T. virens are not always regulated in a

classical, density dependent fashion [39].

We might also lower our estimate of the proba-

bility of these risks if we assume, like others [40, 41],

that transformants are less competitive than the wild-

type progenitor strains. To date we have no data to

test this hypothesis in this system. Because Tricho-

derma is so common, and distributed so widely,

competition with wild-type strains should be a

component of risk assessment.

To better understand the ecology of transgenic

fungi, we investigated the fitness and competitiveness

of one strain of T. virens that had been transformed

with an antibiotic marker and a gene encoding an

organophosphate hydrolase. Data from this system

will provide a basis for more realistic predictions of

the population dynamics of transformants in compe-

tition with wild-type populations. This information

will better guide efforts at risk assessment.

Materials and Methods

Strains and Cultural Conditions

Wild-type Trichoderma virens strain Gv29–8 was

isolated from agricultural soil near College Station, TX

[42], and maintained on Potato dextrose agar (PDA;

Difco Laboratories). The genetically engineered strain,

GvT6, was constructed by transformation and heterol-

ogous integration of the plasmid pCL1, which included

the hygromycin resistance gene, hygB, and a gene

encoding organophosphate hydrolase (OPH), opd.

GvT6 was selected based on high expression levels

of the OPH and stable hygromycin resistance [43].

Mutant strain Tv10.4 was created by a single point

mutation in the arg 2 gene, resulting in an inability to

grow on media lacking arginine [20]. Conidia were

collected by scraping one week old PDA cultures

flooded with water and filtering the suspension through

Miracloth (Calbiochem). Experiments were on solid-

ified Vogel’s minimal medium [44] supplemented with

1.5% sucrose and 2 mM arginine (VMS+arg).

Production of Alginate Prills

Conidia of T. virens were incorporated at a rate of 108

conidia per gram of solution containing 1% sodium

alginate (medium viscosity, Sigma A2033), 20%

polyethylene glycol (PEG 8000) and 2% ground

wheat bran (all on w/w basis) [43, 45]. The solution

was allowed to drip through large orifice pipette tips

into a 0.25M solution of calcium chloride. The

resulting prills were spread over plastic mesh,

dried overnight in a laminar flow hood, and stored

at 4�C.

de Wit Competition Experiment

Conidia of strain Gv29–8, GvT6, or Tv10.4 or a

mixture of two of these strains were added to 10 mL

molten VMS + arg and aliquoted to 60 mm polysty-

rene petri dishes. The total density was held constant

at 106 conidia per dish. Treatments included mono-

cultures of each strain and nine intermediate mixtures
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of two strains in predetermined ratios from 1:9 to 9:1.

After 4 days’ incubation the cultures were blended in

water and serial dilutions spread on PDA, VMS, and

PDA amended with 100 mg/l hygromycin (Calbio-

chem) (PDA + hyg). After 2 to 4 days’ incubation

the number of colony forming units (CFU) was

determined. The source of each CFU could be a

conidium or a hyphal fragment, but microscopic

examination revealed that nearly all were conidia.

Each experiment included three or five replications

and the experiment was repeated three times. To

assess the competitiveness of each strain the yield of

that strain, as measured in a competitive interaction,

was divided by the yield of that strain grown as a

monoculture to derive a ‘‘relative yield.’’ Data were

analyzed by lack of fit regression analysis, a test to

determine if deviations from the null model were

statistically significant (Function: Analyze—Fit

Model—Lack of Fit JMP Version 7, SAS Institute).

After 4 days, the VMS + arg plates were blended

and the populations were measured. The total pop-

ulation sizes were determined by counting colony

forming units (CFU) per plate on PDA. The popu-

lation was partitioned to the two strains by plating on

selective media. Only GvT6 could grow on PDA +

hyg; only Gv29–8 and GvT6 could grow on VMS.

The traditional analysis of data from a replacement

series involves converting the population sizes to

‘‘relative yields.’’ That is, the observed population at

any point along the replacement series is divided by

the population size of that strain when grown in

monoculture. The relative yield of each strain is

plotted against the initial inoculum ratio. If the

negative per capita effect one strain has on the fitness

of the other strain is equal to the negative effects a

competitor has on itself, all the points will fall along a

straight line. This straight line (dashed in figures in

the Results section) represents the null hypothesis

that the intrastrain effects are equal to the effects

from the competing strain.

Invasion-Exclusion Competition Experiment

One hundred, 104, or 106 conidia of strain Gv29–8,

GvT6, or Tv10.4, respectively, were added to 10 ml

molten VMS + arg and dispensed into 60 mm poly-

styrene petri dishes. These conidia represent the

‘‘pulse’’ strain. After 5 h, four alginate prills were

placed on top of the solidified medium as the ‘‘chase’’

strain. After 4 days’ incubation the cultures were

blended in water and serial dilutions spread on PDA,

VMS, and PDA + hyg. The number of CFU was

determined after incubating these plates for 2–4 days.

The effect of pulse strain, pulse level, chase strain, and

chase level on the yield of the pulse strain and the chase

strain were determined by ANOVA and multiple

regression. A photograph of the plates representing a

portion of the experiment is presented in Fig. 1.

Results

de Wit Competition Experiment

Figure 2 presents the results of an experiment to

validate the system. Strain Tv10.4 is isogenic with

Gv29–8 and differs only in a single point mutation in an

arginine biosynthetic gene. The two strains grow at a

similar rate and are similarly fit. The observations

presented in Fig. 2 do not significantly diverge from

the null hypothesis, equally competitive lines (RYT

F = 1.55, P = 0.146; Gv29-8 F = 1.49, P = 0.164;

Tv10.4 F = 0.98, P = 0.461; numerator df = 9 and

denominator df = 88 in all analyses) and so we

concluded that the two strains are similarly competi-

tive. This was in contrast to the observations of GvT6 in

competition with Gv29-8 (Fig. 3). In that figure, GvT6

systematically diverged above its null hypothesis

line while Gv29-8 diverged below its respective lines

line (RYT F = 2.0, P = 0.049; Gv29-8 F = 6.88,

P \ 0.0001; GvT6 F = 7.0, P \ 0.0001 numerator

df = 9 and denominator df = 88 in all analyses).

Similar results were obtained from de Wit competition

between GvT6 and Tv10.4 (Fig. 4) lines (RYT

F = 0.65, P = 0.755; Tv10.4 F = 11.7, P \ 0.0001;

GvT6 F = 2.92, P = 0.0045 numerator df = 9 and

denominator df = 88 in all analyses). The results

presented here are of ‘‘relative yield’’ to facilitate

analysis of competitive differences. The actual yield,

or fitness, of GvT6 was 2.1–2.4 times less than Gv29-8

and Tv10.4 (data not shown); however, analysis of the

results of the de Wit experimental system indicates it is

more competitive than either non-transformed strain.

Invasion-Exclusion Experiment

If the transgenic strain, GvT6, is more competitive

than the progenitor strain, Gv29-8, the results should
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be discernable in other experimental systems. In the

invasion-exclusion experimental approach the med-

ium was given an inoculum ‘‘pulse’’ in the form of

conidia in the medium and, in some treatments, a

competing strain was introduced as a ‘‘chase.’’ The

time lag before addition of the chase strain did not

have a statistically significant effect on the outcome

of competition (effect on pulse yield F = 0.0051

Fig. 1 Invasion-exclusion

experimental design. These

dishes contained known

quantities of conidia of

strain GvT6. At the

indicated time points, prills

of strain Gv29–8 were

added. Not shown are the

reciprocal treatments

containing conidia of

Gv29-8 and prills of GvT6

and treatments including

strain 10.4. This photo was

taken after 4 days’

incubation

Fig. 2 de Wit competition between Gv29-8 (j) and Tv10.4

(m). Dashed lines represent the null hypothesis, equally

competitive model. Sum of the relative yields at each ratio is

given as relative yield total (u). Symbols show the average of

three experiments, with error bars representing standard error

of the mean

Fig. 3 de Wit competition between Gv29-8 (j) and GvT6

(d). Dashed lines represent the null hypothesis, equally

competitive model. Sum of the relative yields at each ratio is

given as relative yield total (u). Symbols show the average of

three experiments, with error bars representing standard error

of the mean
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df = 1; effect on chase yield F = 0.1130 df = 1).

The yield of each strain in competition was compared

to the yield of that strain grown in monoculture (null

treatment in figures). For example, Figs. 5 and 6

detail the results of competition between GvT6 prills

and conidia of Gv29-8 and Tv10.4. From Fig. 5 it is

apparent the GvT6 prills were inhibited, affected by

the presence of a competing strain in the medium.

However, this inhibition was much less than the

inhibition of the competing strains by GvT6 prills

(Fig. 6). In fact, in a few replicates, more colonies

were found to grow on PDA-hyg than on PDA,

resulting in the appearance of a ‘‘negative’’ fitness in

some treatments.

The reciprocal experiment, the placement of prills

of Gv29-8 and Gv10.4 on conidia of GvT6, yielded

different results, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure 7 illustrates the large negative effect high

concentrations of GvT6 conidia as the pulse strain

had on the growth of both Gv29-8 and Tv10.4 prills,

added as the chase strain. In Fig. 8 it is evident that

while low concentrations of GvT6 conidia are

Fig. 4 de Wit competition between Tv10.4 (m) and GvT6

(d). Dashed lines represent the null hypothesis, equally

competitive model. Sum of the relative yields at each ratio is

given as relative yield total (u). Symbols show the average of

three experiments, with error bars representing standard error

of the mean

Fig. 5 Growth from prills of strain GvT6 (GM) on

VMS + arg (Null) or on VMS + arg containing conidia of

strain Gv29-8 (WT) or Tv10.4 (Aux). L, M, and H represent

100, 10,000, and 1,000,000 conidia per dish, respectively.

Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean. ‘‘Null’’

indicates the growth of prills of the GM strain in monoculture

Fig. 6 Growth of conidia of strain Gv29-8 (WT) or Tv10.4

(Aux) on VMS + arg alone or under prills of strain T6 (GM).

Low, Medium, and High represent 100, 10,000, and 1,000,000

conidia per dish, respectively. Error bars indicate one standard

error. ‘‘Null’’ indicates the growth of the conidia in

monoculture

Fig. 7 Growth from prills of strain Gv29-8 (WT) or Tv10.4

(Aux) on VMS + arg (Null) or on VMS + arg containing

conidia of strain GvT6 (GM). L, M, and H represent 100,

10,000, and 1,000,000 conidia per dish, respectively. Error bars

indicate one standard error. ‘‘Null’’ indicates the growth of

prills of the WT or Aux strain in monoculture
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inhibited by the competing prills, higher concentra-

tions of conidia are unaffected by the competitors

applied as chase strains.

Although the concentration of conidia present in

the media clearly altered the outcome of competition,

the time lags in these experiments did not have an

effect (P [ F = 0.55). In contrast, pulse strain,

pulse level, and chase strain were all significant in

predicting the yield of the pulse or chase strain

(P [ F = 0.05 or less).

Discussion

The results of competition experiments with the

transformant, GvT6, and its wild-type progenitor,

Gv29-8 (Fig 2), were unexpected. Over the years,

evidence from several independent experiments,

including diverse techniques, revealed that GvT6

did not grow as quickly, as Gv29-8 [21, 45, 46].

Although those tests were not designed explicitly to

measure fitness (i.e., net reproductive success), and it

is not essential that higher fitness be associated with

greater competitiveness, it was still surprising to see

the slower growing transformant exert such a strong

negative per capita effect on the fitness of the wild

type. Our results are consistent with the observations

of the slower growth rate of the transformant, as

GvT6 was less fit than Gv29-8 in both experimental

systems. However, in the experiments following the

de Wit approach, GvT6 was more competitive than

Gv29-8 and more competitive than the mutant

Tv10.4. In fact, in some treatments, the transformant

was actually more fit in the presence of the wild type

than when grown as a pure culture. In the pulse-chase

approach GvT6 more strongly inhibited the growth of

Gv29-8 and Tv10.4 than the converse.

The interaction between wild-type and the trans-

formed T. virens was always a negative interaction

for the wild-type strain. For the transformed strain, it

was always either a neutral or a positive interaction.

These positive-negative interactions are typical of

predator-prey or host-pathogen interactions. This was

not an anticipated outcome of intraspecific competi-

tion. In fact, we cannot find in the literature a fully

appropriate term to describe the phenomenon. It is

similar to the genetic concept of complementation of

an auxotroph. Because the wild-type strain appears to

permit a level of fitness that the transformant cannot

realize in the absence of the wild-type strain,

facilitation might be appropriate. Hyper-competitive

might also be descriptive. It is difficult to further

speculate without better understanding the mechanism

that creates the phenomenon.

While the de Wit approach is a classical experi-

mental design in ecology and has been used in

numerous and diverse studies, it has been harshly

criticized [48]. Many of the criticisms do not apply to

our system because ours involves intraspecific com-

petition between isogenic strains in a defined and

non-selective environment where per capita fitness is

known to be strongly density dependent.

Partly in response to the criticisms surrounding the

de Wit design, we explored an alternative methodol-

ogy. If genetically altered organisms are ever

deployed in the agroecosystem, they will not be

released simultaneously with other competitors in a

sterile, homogenous environment. Instead, the agents

will be introduced into an environment that is already

colonized by other competitors, including wild-type

T. virens; thus, competition will occur non-uniformly

temporally and spatially. This system, it could be

argued, is not simple, or pure competition. This

system also involves invasiveness and the ability to

ward off such invasion. Although this system is more

complex and mathematically intractable, it may also

be more representative of the likely outcome of field

release of this transformant.

Fig. 8 Growth of conidia of strain GvT6 (GM) on VMS + arg

alone or under prills of strain Gv29-8 (WT) or Tv10.4 (Aux).

Low, Medium, and High represent 100, 10,000, and 1,000,000

conidia per plate, respectively, of each chase strain competitor.

Error bars indicate one standard error. ‘‘Null’’ indicates the

growth of the conidia in the absence of competition
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What could account for the transformant strains’

competitive ability? In view of the numerous criti-

cisms of the de Wit replacement series, we

considered the possibility that our results were an

artifact of the experimental system. To minimize the

likelihood of artifacts and to address the most

meaningful criticisms of the de Wit replacement

series, we first proved that the population was

negatively regulated by density dependent mecha-

nisms. Also to validate the experimental system we

studied competition between the wild-type strain

Gv29-8 and its isogenic mutant, Tv10.4. The obser-

vation that the recorded relative yield totals are linear

in competition between Tv10.4 and Gv29-8, but not

in competition between GvT6 and Tv10.4 or GvT6

and Gv29-8 suggests that there was a competitive

imbalance in experiments that involve the transform-

ant. The lack of any observable differences in

competitiveness between Tv10.4 and Gv29-8 makes

simple artifacts less plausible. The superior compet-

itive ability of GvT6 was also independently

supported in the invasion-exclusion experiments.

There may be a simple, mathematically based

means of accounting for the differences in competi-

tiveness. One deficiency of the Lotka-Volterra

competition model is that it ignores complexities in

life cycles. More realistic models (e.g., [49]) explicitly

include stages in the model for different developmen-

tal stages. It is possible that the transformant and the

wild type were actually equally competitive, in the

strictest sense, but differed in their sporulation

efficiency. It is also reasonable that the vegetative

cells of T. virens are more expensive, energetically,

than conidia. If this were true, then GvT6 and Gv29-8

would consume a similar quantity of resources during

vegetative growth, but then, because GvT6 would

produce fewer spores per unit of thallus, its overall

resource consumption, per CFU (including conidia)

would be higher. We had anticipated that with these

two isogenic competitors, the mechanism of compe-

tition was indirect, resource-mediated competition. In

this system, high resource consumption would be

indistinguishable from a higher coefficient of compe-

tition. This hypothesis makes two predictions that are

testable. If it is true, GvT6 should produce fewer

conidia per unit of hyphae than Gv29-8. Also, in

similarly designed experiments in environments that

do not support sporulation the two strains should

appear more equally competitive.

Whatever the mechanism, the observation that this

transformant is more competitive, at least in some

environments, than the parental strain has important

implications. First, it challenges the assumptions

regarding the competitiveness of transformants. We

did not explicitly measure competition coefficients

and the values would differ from one experiment to

another. However it is clear that not only do they

differ in magnitude for the transformant and the wild

type, but they are also qualitatively different. Finally,

our observations should be considered in making

predictions of the population dynamics of genetically

altered organisms in competition with wild-type

strains. It might have seemed reasonable in a risk-

assessment model to anticipate that a transformant,

particularly one that is less fit, might be kept in check

by competition with the indigenous population. Our

data instead suggest that this indigenous population

might actually facilitate escape or entrenchment of

the transformant.
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